Special Meeting of the
Norwood Parade Precinct Committee
Agenda & Reports
14 July 2020

Our Vision
A City which values its heritage, cultural diversity,
sense of place and natural environment.
A progressive City which is prosperous, sustainable
and socially cohesive, with a strong community spirit.

10 July 2020

To all Members of the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee
Committee Members
 Mayor Robert Bria (Presiding Member)
 Cr Sue Whitington
 Cr Fay Patterson
 Cr John Callisto
 Cr Kester Moorhouse
 Ms Annie Lovejoy
 Mr Mario Boscaini
 Mr Tom McClure
 Mr Terry Dalkos
 Mr Joshua Baldwin
 Mr Ross Dillon
 Mr Sebastian Joseph
Staff
 Mario Barone (Chief Executive Officer)
 Keke Michalos (Manager, Economic Development & Strategic Projects)
 Stacey Evreniadis (Economic Development Co-ordinator)
 Rosanna Francesca (Economic Development & Strategic Projects Co-ordinator)
 Tyson McLean (Economic Development & Strategic Projects Officer)
NOTICE OF MEETING
I wish to advise that pursuant to Sections 87 and 88 of the Local Government Act 1999, a Special Meeting of the
Norwood Parade Precinct Committee, will be held in the Mayors Parlour, Norwood Town Hall, 175 The
Parade, Norwood, on:
Tuesday 14 July 2020, commencing at 6.15pm
Please advise Keke Michalos on 83664509 or email kmichalos@npsp.sa.gov.au, if you are unable to attend this
meeting or will be late.
Yours faithfully

Mario Barone
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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VENUE

Mayors Parlour, Norwood Town Hall

HOUR
PRESENT
Committee Members
Staff
APOLOGIES

Mr Mario Boscaini

ABSENT
TERMS OF REFERENCE:

The Norwood Parade Precinct Committee is established to fulfil the following functions:
 To develop and recommend to the Council in each financial year, an Annual Business Plan and Budget for The Parade Precinct.
 The Budget developed by the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee must be considered in conjunction with the Annual Business
Plan. The amount recommended to the Council, to be approved by the Council, should meet the objectives set out in the Annual
Business Plan.
 To oversee the implementation of the Annual Business Plan as approved.
 To oversee the implementation of the approved Marketing and Promotional Plan for The Parade.
 To assist in the development and promotion of a vibrant cultural and leisure tourism destination for businesses, residents and
visitors.
 To facilitate and encourage networking and communication.

1.

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF THE NORWOOD PARADE PRECINCT COMMITTEE
MEETING HELD ON 26 MAY 2020

2.

PRESIDING MEMBER’S COMMUNICATION

3.

PRESENTATION
3.1

4.

Social Media for Parade Shop to Win Competition – To be presented By Gabrielle Agnew,
Digital Marketing Officer

NORWOOD PARADE PRECINCT NEWS
Committee Members to report on news from the Precinct.

5.

STAFF REPORTS
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5.1

FINAL REPORT ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 2019-2020 ANNUAL BUSINESS PLAN

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

Economic Development Coordinator
Chief Executive Officer
8366 4616
qA983
A-B

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to provide the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee, with the final progress
report on the implementation of the 2019-2020 Annual Business Plan.
BACKGROUND
At its meeting held on Tuesday 28 May 2019, the Committee endorsed the Draft 2019-2020 Annual
Business Plan for the Norwood Parade Precinct and resolved to forward it to the Council for its
endorsement. Subsequently, the Council endorsed the Annual Business Plan as being suitable for
implementation at its meeting held on Monday 3 June 2019.
This report provides an update of the key strategies and deliverables that have been progressed by staff,
recognising that both the Federal and State Governments have implemented significant restrictions relating
to the COVID-19 Pandemic, which have impacted on The Parade traders and property owners. These
restrictions have limited the Council’s ability to implement a number of initiatives set out in the Norwood
Parade Precinct Committee’s 2019-2020 Annual Business Plan.
At its meeting held on Monday 6 April 2020, the Council resolved the following in relation to The Parade
Separate Rate, which forms a part of the Council’s Financial Support Package to support the community
through the impacts of the COVID-19 Pandemic:
The Parade Separate Rate
a. That pursuant to Section 166 (1)(b) of the Local Government Act 1999, that the Council grant a
Discretionary Rebate, equal to the Fourth Quarter payment of the Separate Rate to businesses within
the Parade Precinct that are required to pay the Parade Separate Rate.
Outdoor Dining Permits
a. That the Outdoor Dining Permit fee be refunded (pro-rata from 23 March 2020 to 30 June 2020) to
Permit Holders that have paid in full and credited to the Permit Holder where the permit fee have not
been paid in full.
b. That where Permit Holders are required to make a payment for the installation of bollards, these
payments be deferred for a period of three (3) months to June 2020, with these payment arrangements
being reviewed at 30 June 2020.
For the 2019-2020 financial year, the value of the Separate Rate on The Parade Precinct Traders was
$215,000, with the Fourth Quarter revenue totalling $53,750. A report on the final summary of expenditure
for 2019 – 2020, will be presented to the Committee at the next Committee Meeting and will include the
unspent funds get and provide the Committee with the opportunity to reallocate the carry forward funds.
COVID-19 IMPLICATIONS
The COVID-19 Pandemic has had a significant impact on the economy at a local, national and international
level. As a result, many of the planned initiatives to deliver the 2019-2020 Annual Business Plan have had to
be postponed or cancelled, and where possible alternatives have been identified so that the Norwood
Parade Precinct Committee can deliver as much as possible during these difficult times.
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DISCUSSION
1.

STRATEGY: EVENTS & ACTIVATIONS

1.1 RAISING THE BAR ADELAIDE 2020
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters in partnership with Raising the Bar has delivered two (2)
Raising the Bar Adelaide events and the inaugural Raising the Bar Entrepreneurship event—the first of its
kind delivered across the globe.
The next ‘Raising the Bar Adelaide’ event is scheduled for Tuesday 20 October 2020. The event will be
designed to ensure that it adheres to all social distancing restrictions applicable at the time. Once again, the
event will transform the City’s landscape into a campus for one night, where notable professors and thought
leaders will give talks in some of our City’s top bars and pubs, creating an unexpected environment for
discussion and supplying the community with direct access to cutting-edge content.
This year’s event will follow the same format, with twenty (20) insightful talks on one night; across ten (10)
different venues in the City. Each venue will host two (2) sessions, the first at 6.30pm, and the second at
8.30pm.
The 2018 and 2019 events saw a range of notable speakers including Forensic Psychologist Luke
Broomhall, Founder of The NeuroTech Institute Fiona Kerr and local resident and Ophthalmologist James
Muecke, who went on to be named Australian of the Year for 2020.
Expressions of interest is now open and submissions can be made on the Council’s website at
www.npsp.sa.gov.au/rtb before 5.00pm on Monday 3 August 2020. The Council is committed to curate
another standout program for the local community, with several host venues located on The Parade.
Beyond promoting the event to the local community, Raising the Bar Adelaide will give the Council a platform
to promote Adelaide on the world stage, and highlight that The Parade is alive and open for business.
2.

STRATEGY: IDENTITY & BRAND

2.1 ANNUAL COMPETITION
At its meeting held Tuesday 26 May 2020, the Committee endorsed the following in respect to The Parade’s
annual competition.
That the allocation of $25,000 (a $12,500 split between marketing and prizes) from the Identity and
Brand 2020-2021 budget to deliver the annual Parade competition, be endorsed.
As restrictions ease, it is the perfect time to welcome shoppers back to Rediscover The Parade, and by
doing so, they will have the chance to win a share in $12,500. The past several months have been a
challenging time for The Parade businesses and this competition has certainly assisted to bring new life,
stimulating activity and helping to boost the local economy.
The terms of the competition require shoppers and visitors to spend a minimum of $15 at any business
within The Parade Precinct between 9am Monday 6 July 2020 – 5pm Monday 17 August 2020, and enter
their receipt online via The Parade’s website, for the opportunity to win one of five (5) prizes valued at
$5,000, $3,000, $2,000, $1,500 and $1,000.
To ensure the success of the competition, the Committee decided at its meeting held on Tuesday 26 May
2020 that the minimum spend would be $50 and the maximum spend per business would not exceed $500.
Shoppers can enter as many times as they wish, however entries will be limited to one (1) entry per receipt.
The competition will be drawn on Wednesday 19 August 2020 and the winners will be notified by telephone
and in writing.
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The promotional campaign will run for the duration of the competition and will be promoted via print, digital,
on-street signage and radio, in addition to The Parade, Norwood website and social media channels. A copy
of the marketing collateral for the ‘Rediscover The Parade – Shop to Win’ competition is contained in
Attachment A.
Council Staff will deliver a presentation to the Committee at its Meeting, outlining the marketing that has
been undertaken to date, with a recommendation to allocate additional funds to promote the competition to a
wider audience.
2.2 PARADE SIGNAGE & DIGITAL ASSET REFRESH
At its meeting held on Tuesday 26 May 2020 the Committee endorsed the following in relation to new
signage on The Parade.
That the allocation of $10,000 from the Identity and Brand 2019-2020 budget to go towards the
production and install of branded banners and bin wraps, be endorsed.
The purpose of the banners is to provide a consistent look and feel along the entire length of The Parade
and to reinforce the brand. The design is guided by The Parade’s sleek branding and will provide longevity of
the banners. The Parade banners, which will be installed by the end of July, alternate in colour on the street
poles. A copy of the banners is contained in Attachment B.
A Brief for the creative development and print of Parade Bin Wraps is currently in draft form, and has not yet
been submitted to the Council’s Communications Consultant. The aim of the bin wraps is to liven up the
footpaths, while complementing the street pole banners. Council Staff will take this meeting as an
opportunity to discuss creative options for inclusion in the Brief, and present a series of concepts at the next
Committee meeting held Tuesday 25 August 2020 for discussion.
To complement the street banners and bin wraps that will improve the appearance of The Parade amenity,
new photography is required to refresh the look and feel of the brand in the digital space. The new
photography will be used in various ways across a range of platforms to promote The Parade to its visitors.
The platforms and uses include:
 Website;
 Print and digital advertising;
 Buses and bus shelters;
 On-street signage; and
 Documents and strategies.
To arrange a photoshoot, including talent, equipment, a photographer for the day, plus post shoot image
editing, it is proposed that $10,000 be allocated from the Marketing & Communications 2020 - 2021 Budget.
The intent is that this new suite of images will represent The Parade for the next couple of years.
2.3 CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
The current range of Christmas decorations along The Parade commenced with the installation of three (3),
six (6) metre tall contemporary illuminated Christmas Trees on The Parade median strip in front of the
Norwood Town Hall, a series of LED star burst motifs in the SAPN pole banners and ‘Christmas on Parade’
branded street banners, all of which have been funded through the Norwood Parade Precinct Separate
Rate. These decorations were installed each year from 2016 to 2019, and will once again be installed in
2020.
In 2018, the Council purchased and installed illuminated star decorations along the windows of the Town
Hall and round LED spheres and stars in the three (3) street trees that surround the Norwood Town Hall. In
2019, the 3 metre illuminated 3D Silver LED Star, which was the final decoration as a part of the Council’s
Christmas decoration package was installed.
The Christmas decorations package outlined above, will be installed on Tuesday 17 November 2020 and will
remain in place for a period of seven (7) weeks over the Christmas period, and will be removed on
Wednesday 6 January 2020.
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In addition to the Christmas decorations which will be installed along The Parade, the Council’s Youth
Development Officer will work closely with the local schools to deliver the Festive Gallery on Osmond
Terrace. The outdoor gallery will include decorated wooden Christmas trees complemented by striking
signage.
The Festive Gallery on Osmond Terrace will be available for the public to enjoy between Friday 20
November 2020 and Monday 4 January 2021.
To continue to support this well-loved initiative and encourage visitors to The Parade, it is proposed that
$1,000 be once again allocated towards the 2020 Festive Gallery on Osmond Terrace Competition.
3.

STRATEGY: BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

3.1 GROWTH WORKSHOPS
Council Staff have sourced four (4) external facilitators, three (3) of which are businesses that are located
within the Council area and with backgrounds in digital marketing, social media and business development
to host five (5) workshops during the year.
Due to COVID-19, the events have been rescheduled and presented via an online platform. The webinars to
date have been well received by the business community, with many participating in the conversation.
Despite the initial hesitation to change the format, it has allowed the Council to record the presentations and
make them available for more businesses to access. The past events are now available to access on the
workshops webpage located on the Council’s website.
Table 1 below lists the workshops that form the 2020 Growth Workshop Series to date.
TABLE 1: GROWTH WORKSHOPS
Topic
What is Intellectual Property and How
Best to Protect it

Dates & Times
Wednesday 19 August 2020
6.00pm – 8.00pm
(format to be confirmed)

Facilitators
Drazen Lesicar

Facebook – Are you Getting the Most out
of It

TBC

Georgi Roberts

Instagram for Business

Past Event – Friday 5 June 2020 –
recording can be accessed via the
Council website

Chloe Grayling

Social Media During Lockdown

Past Event – Friday 22 May 2020 –
recording can be accessed via the
Council website

Georgi Roberts

Marketing During COVID-19

Past Event – Friday 8 May 2020 –
recording can be accessed via the
Council website

Identity
Marketing

The Growth Workshops have and will continue to be promoted to all businesses within the Council area via
social and digital channels including target electronic newsletters.
For more information on the Growth Workshops and to book a spot, visit www.npsp.eventbrite.com. The
workshops are free and bookings are essential in order to receive the session link.
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RECOMMENDATION
1.

That the report be received and noted.

2.

That the allocation of $10,000 from the Marketing & Communications 2020-2021 Budget to deliver a
suite of new images to promote The Parade, be endorsed.

3.

That the Committee endorses the allocation of $1,000 from the Sponsorship Budget towards the 2019
Festive Gallery on Osmond Terrace Competition.
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Attachment A
Final Report on the Implementation of the
2019-2020 Annual Business Plan

A

SHOP to WIN
Win a share
of $12,500

to shop your
favourite stores,
services, cafes,
restaurants and
boutiques.*

Entries close 5pm 17 August 2020

Enter at

theparadenorwood.com
@ParadeNorwood

/TheParadeNorwood

Prizedrawn
drawnon
onWednesday
Wednesday 19
There
is no
limit
to to
thethe
number
of of
Prize
19August
August2020.
2020.
There
is no
limit
number
entries any person may submit. Total prize valued at $12,500 RRP. *For full terms
entries
any
person
may
submit.
Total
prize
valued
at
$12,500
RRP.
*For
full
terms
and conditions visit theparadenorwood.com | Licence No. T20/672
and conditions visit theparadenorwood.com | Licence No. T20/672

Attachment B
Final Report on the Implementation of the
2019-2020 Annual Business Plan

B1

B2
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5.2

DRAFT 2021–2026 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

REPORT AUTHOR:
GENERAL MANAGER:
CONTACT NUMBER:
FILE REFERENCE:
ATTACHMENTS:

Economic Development Coordinator and
Economic Development & Strategic Project Coordinator
Chief Executive Officer
8366 5616
qA1461
A-B

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is to inform the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee of the status of the Draft
2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy and to advise that the document has been endorsed by the
Council and has been released for community consultation and engagement.
BACKGROUND
The Council’s current Business & Economic Development Strategy, was developed in 2007 and provided the
strategic framework for the Council’s economic development activities. The Strategy was based on five (5)
Themes, each of which contained a number of objectives and strategies.
The current strategy was developed to align with the Council’s Strategic Management Plan, CityPlan 2030:
Shaping Our Future and makes reference to the objectives contained in CityPlan 2030 under the heading of
Economic Prosperity: A dynamic and thriving centre for business and services.
The importance of having a contemporary Business and Economic strategic framework, particularly in the
current economic climate, is well recognised and for this reason, the Council re-established the Business &
Economic Development Committee in 2019 to assist in the preparation of a new Business & Economic
Development Strategy, as a matter of priority.
Since its appointment, the Business & Economic Development Committee has been working towards the
development of a Strategy that will help guide the Council’s priorities and investment in respect to economic
development, business support and economic growth.
Outlined below is a brief overview of the process undertaken by the Business & Economic Development
Committee to develop the draft strategy.
At its meeting held on 21 May 2019, the Council’s Business & Economic Development Committee received a
presentation from Council Staff, which included background and statistics on the five (5) priority sectors,
namely Health and Wellbeing, Education, Food Manufacturing, Creative and Cultural Industries and Retail,
which had been identified by the former Business & Economic Development Committee. Following the
presentation, the Committee considered the sectors that were featured and endorsed the following four (4)
priority areas of economic development as the key focus sectors for the Council’s new Economic
Development Strategy:





Food Manufacturing;
Retail;
Cultural & Creative Industries; and
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services

In addition, the Committee resolved that the Education and Health Sectors also be recognised in the
Strategy as important sectors, due to their significant contribution to Community Well-being, but not be
included in the Strategy as priority sectors.
At its meeting held on 19 November 2019, the Committee received and noted a progress report on the
Economic Development Strategy. This report provided the Committee with four (4) Discussion Papers, one
(1) on each of the key priority sectors and outlined a schedule of workshops to be held to engage with
stakeholders and businesses from each of those sectors. A copy of the Discussion Papers is contained in
Attachment A.
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As part of the development of this Strategy, Council staff, together with facilitator Mr Marcus Rolfe, Director,
URPS, hosted five (5) workshops in November 2019, inviting key stakeholders and businesses from the four
(4) key sectors, as well as property owners and developers who also have a large impact on the cityscape.
The attendees were provided with a copy of their respective discussion paper prior to the event.
The focus group workshops, provided the opportunity to identify and gain a better understanding of the
strengths, opportunities, weaknesses and threats in relation to each of the priority sectors through input
provided by business operators within those sectors. More generally, it provided the Council with the
opportunity to better understand how the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is perceived in respect to
its role and contribution to the local economy. The comments which were received from these workshops,
have been used to inform the Draft 2021-2026 City-Wide Economic Development Strategy and in particular,
in the development of objectives and strategies contained within the Strategy. Being well informed and
engaging with the business community through the development of the Strategy and incorporating the
feedback received from the business community, will in turn enable the City to become more attractive to
businesses, workers and visitors.
At its meeting held on 25 February 2020, the Business & Economic Development Committee endorsed the
draft Outcomes, Objectives and Strategies as the basis for the finalisation of the Draft 2021-2026 Economic
Development Strategy.
Using the draft Outcomes, Objectives and Strategies endorsed by the Committee, the Draft 2021-2026
Economic Development Strategy contained in Attachment B was developed, and presented to the Business
& Economic Development Committee at its meeting held on 16 June 2020. At that meeting, the Committee
resolved the following in relation to the Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy.
That the Draft Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026 as contained in Attachment B as amended,
be endorsed as being suitable to present to the Council for its consideration and endorsement to be
released for community consultation and engagement for a period of twenty-eight (28) days.
Subsequently the revised Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy was presented to the Council at
its Meeting held 6 July 2020. At that meeting, the Council resolved the following in relation to the Draft 20212026 Economic Development Strategy.
That the Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy as contained in Attachment B be endorsed
as being suitable to be released for community consultation and engagement for a period of twenty-eight
(28) days.
RELEVANT STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS & POLICIES
The Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy is the Council’s blueprint to guide the growth of the
City’s economy for the next five (5) years. The Strategy sits within the Council’s decision making framework
and has been developed to align with other key strategic and policy documents, including the Council’s
Strategic Management Plan, CityPlan 2030.
The Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy will operate alongside other relevant local, regional
and state strategies and plans. The key strategies that have been used to inform this document are listed
below:







Growth State
The 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide
Norwood, Payneham and St Peters (City) Development Plan
CityPlan 2030: Shaping Our Future
Kent Town Economic Growth Strategy 2020-2025
Norwood Parade Annual Business Plan
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COVID-19 IMPLICATIONS
The COVID-19 Pandemic has had a significant impact on the economy at a local, national and international
level, which has forced all levels of Government to introduce a range of financial support packages. At its
Council meeting held on 6 April 2020, the Council endorsed an initial financial support package in response
to the COVID-19 Pandemic and its economic impacts. This initial package includes, The Parade Separate
Rate, Outdoor Dining Fees, Outdoor Dining Permit Holders, Council Rates and Financial Hardship
Provisions. More recently, at its Council meeting held Monday 4 May 2020, the Council endorsed additional
financial support for non-residential property owners. All of these support packages will help to support the
economy during these challenging times.
Prior to the COVID-19 Pandemic, the Council’s 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy focused on
growth, attraction and understanding the needs of business. However, the effects on businesses due to the
Pandemic have been substantial, and therefore, it has been essential that the 2021-2026 Economic
Development Strategy take into consideration the economic and social impacts that the Pandemic has
caused and that these issues be reflected in the Actions.
The Council’s 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy will play a significant role in the recovery phase.
The strategy including its Vision, Outcomes, Objectives, Strategies and Actions, has been designed to assist
businesses recover and rebuild from the COVID-19 Pandemic and plan for sustainability and growth for
when the economy reaches some level of normality. As a result of the impacts of the COVID-19 Pandemic
the 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy now includes the overarching strategy of Recover and
Rebuild the Local Economy following the Impacts of COVID-19, which cuts across all four (4) themes. This
has been designed to assist the Norwood Payneham & St Peters business community in its recovery and
rebuild post the COVID-19 Pandemic, and acknowledges that many businesses are currently in a mode of
survival, rather than growth.
The Strategy is a reflection of the Council’s commitment to assist the business sector recover as quickly as
possible and then maintain a sustainable and more resilient, economy. New strategic directions included as
a result of the COVID-19 Pandemic, will ensure the strategy maintains flexibility to the situation that will exist
post Pandemic and beyond. The most affected elements of the economy are business finances,
employment, consumer confidence and behaviour. Consumer confidence and the behaviour of consumers
choosing to shop in a brick and mortar store as opposed to online, will take some time to restore, but will
ultimately be a high priority action that Council will pursue.
Business survival will require an ability to adapt to the situation, minimise expenses, take advantage of
government packages and have clear and effective communication (with tenants, landlords, employees and
the community, which includes the Council). The Council will support the business community through and
post Pandemic. The Strategy is the catalyst for Council’s ability to provide this support and given the
substantial unknown associated with COVID-19, flexibility will provide the Council with the ability to adapt its
response to suit the needs of the businesses in the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters.
In a report released by JLL Economics GDP Data Release 1Q20, at the beginning of June 2020, it states
that the Australian economy is in its first recession since 1992 and GDP declined 0.3% in the First Quarter of
2020. With the impacts of COVID-19 restrictions escalating significantly in April, Australia will almost
certainly see a large contraction in the Second Quarter of 2020. It is noted that a second consecutive quarter
of negative growth is required to satisfy the technical definition of a recession. Nevertheless, international
borders are likely to remain closed for some time and this will not only affect tourism, but keep population
growth (a key driver of Australia’s recent growth) low for some time. However, ultimately the recovery will be
determined by how successful JobKeeper and other stimulus measures are in sustaining employment in the
coming months.
DISCUSSION
The objective of the Draft 2021–2026 Economic Development Strategy (contained in Attachment B) is for it
to be used as a tool to support the growth of the City’s business sectors, promote the City as a destination
with dynamic and vibrant precincts as well as encourage innovation, investment and make it easy for owners
to start, own or grow a business.
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In seeking to establish the strategic framework for the development of the Economic Development Strategy
and to ensure that the Strategy appropriately addresses the wide range of issues relating to economic
development in the City, the following key stages were identified and conducted for the development of the
Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy:











review of the current Business & Economic Development Strategy;
utilise REMPLAN (a tool to analyse economies to create impactful reports and maps) to research and
collect data at a City, ERA and State level;
prepare sector discussion papers;
host visioning workshops with local business operators;
develop a summary of the draft Outcomes, Strategies and Objectives for endorsement by the Business
& Economic Development Committee;
research and analyse the impacts of the COVID-19 Pandemic and adjust the Strategies and Actions to
reflect the current business and economic climate;
develop a Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy for endorsement by the Business &
Economic Development Committee and Council;
community consultation and engagement;
revise and amend the draft Strategy; and
present the final draft Strategy to the Business & Economic Development Committee and Council for
final endorsement.

Whilst the four (4) sector Discussion Papers contained in Attachment A provide a solid foundation upon
which to develop the Economic Development Strategy, a review of other Economic Development Strategies
was also undertaken to assist in establishing the strategic framework for economic development in the City.
The review of strategies from local, national and international cities has revealed several common crosscutting themes including: the transformational impact of digital technology, the accessibility to both transport
and business services, and the need to mitigate the impacts of climate change and business and
environmental sustainability.
To support the desktop research, which was undertaken, visioning workshops were held with business
operators located within the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters. Approximately two-hundred and forty
(240) business operators were invited to attend one (1) of five (5) workshops, which were held during
November 2019. A total of forty-three (43) business owners and operators attended the workshops. Whilst
the final number of participants was below the expected target, those who did attend were actively engaged
in the process and provided staff with useful information that assisted in developing the draft Strategy.
Workshops were themed around the four (4) key sectors of food and beverage, cultural and creative, retail
and professional and scientific, with an additional multi-sector workshop held comprising business operators
from a cross-section of the economy.
At the workshops business owners and operators were asked to explore the strengths, weaknesses,
challenges and opportunities of operating a business in the Council, and to identify specific actions that
could be undertaken by the Council to improve the economic environment for businesses.
Subsequent to the conclusion of the five (5) workshops, staff consolidated the thoughts and ideas presented
by the various participants and have used the information, together with previous research, which has been
undertaken, to inform the development of Outcomes, Objectives and Strategies for the 2021-2026 Economic
Development Strategy.
At its meeting held on 25 February 2020, the Committee was presented with and endorsed the draft
Outcomes, Objectives and Strategies as the basis for the finalisation of the draft Strategy. On 11 March
2020, the World Health Organisation declared the COVID-19 outbreak a Pandemic. To ensure that the
Strategy considered and addressed the effects of the virus on businesses and the economy, staff conducted
further research and analysis. The research informed part of the ‘Impacts of COVID-19’ section and assisted
with the establishment of the actions set out in the ‘Recover and Rebuild’ stage, which will be the focus in
Year 1 of the Strategy.
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The draft Strategy as contained in Attachment B, is based around the following four (4) key themes:
1. Dynamic & Diverse City – A City with thriving and resilient business sectors that drive employment and
deliver growth.
Objective: Support the growth and viability of the City’s business sectors based on their competitive
strengths and strategic priority.
2. Destination City – A destination with dynamic, cultural, vibrant and attractive precincts.
Objective: Increase the number of people who live, work and visit the City and enhance the community
well-being of existing residents, workers and visitors.
3. Innovative City – An innovative City that supports business and attracts investment.
Objective: Attract and maintain competitive businesses with the capacity for resilience and ongoing
sustainability, innovation and growth.
4. Business Friendly City – A City that understand the needs of business.
Objective: Remove barriers and make it easy for business owners to start, run and grow a business.
The above Themes and Objectives have been formed to guide the Council in achieving its vision of being ‘A
connected City with thriving businesses, vibrant precincts and an engaged business community’. Sitting
underneath each of the themes and objectives is a series of Strategies and Actions, which aim to deliver the
overall vision.
At its meeting held on 16 June 2020, the Business & Economic Development Committee was presented with
and endorsed the Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy, with consideration and inclusions to:





encourage residents and workers to ‘Be Local’ in their communities. To create a whole connection with
the local business sector that adds to community wellbeing, while contributing to economic resilience;
continue to provide high quality infrastructure and mainstreets that support the viability of local brick-and
mortar businesses;
understand that communities will move beyond targeting efficiencies through sustainable practices, to
restoring and rebuilding through regenerative development; and
further expand on the significance of the education sector and the contribution that it has to the visitor
economy.

In order to successfully deliver this strategy, the Council will be required to play multiple roles as a leader,
partner, facilitator and regulator and work together with the Federal and State Governments, local partners,
small businesses and the community.
CONCLUSION
The development of the Draft 2021–2026 Economic Development Strategy, recognises the leadership role of
the Council in setting a clear direction for economic development within the City and in supporting its
business sector. Developing an Economic Development Strategy with clear direction and focus provides the
foundation for the Council to establish partnerships with different stakeholders (i.e. Federal and State
Governments, developers, businesses and residents) in order to ensure the successful longevity of the City’s
business and economic sector.
COMMENTS
In preparing the Draft 2021-2026 Economic Development Strategy it is acknowledged that the economy and
local businesses, are not in the state they once were at the start of this process. Whilst the long-term vision
and overarching themes remain the same, the unprecedented impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic and the
unfolding nature of the economic and social implications, requires a degree of flexibility and adaptability in
the delivery of the Strategy over the next five (5) years.
RECOMMENDATION
That the report be received and noted.
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City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters
Located just five minutes east
of the Adelaide CBD, the City of
Norwood Payneham & St Peters has
a reputation as one of Adelaide’s
most desirable places to live, work,
study and visit. The footprint of the
City is 180 hectares and is enveloped
by the picturesque Adelaide Park
Lands, flowing River Torrens and
leafy eastern suburbs, which
complements the City’s vibrant
and attractive city landscape.
It is renowned for its cosmopolitan
lifestyle and its strong cultural influence
at heart. It has evolved as a destination
for independent retail, fresh produce, as
well as its myriad of cafes, restaurants,
pubs and boutique cellar doors.
The City’s program of events, which
attract many residents and local visitors,
contributes to the cultural environment
and economy of the City and reinforces
Adelaide’s status as the first and only
UNESCO City of Music in Australia.

The estimated 36,750 residents and
24,367 workers enjoy the City for
its high standard of urban amenity,
beautiful tree-lined streets, busy activity
centres and unprecedented level of
accessibility, which is why it is one of
the most highly sought after areas to
live and work in Adelaide.
The proximity to Adelaide’s CBD, makes
the City an ideal location for business.
The City is home to 6,996 businesses,
with the majority small to medium sized
and family owned. The Council takes
both a precinct and sector approach to
business and economic development,
focussing on the development of key
precincts and sectors across the City.
Kent Town, followed by West Norwood
are concentration areas, making up
33.2% of total jobs in the City.
The median age of people in the City
is 40 years with 21.5% of households
earning an income of $2,500 or more
per week. The City attracts high calibre
workers, with over a quarter of the
workforce classified as a professional.
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Introduction
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026 is the Council’s 5 year
economic strategy to strengthen and grow the City’s local economy and support businesses, ensuring their
long-term sustainability, viability and growth. It sets out the vision for the economy of the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters and the outcomes, objectives, strategies and actions to achieve the vision.
As an overarching document its role is to guide economic development within the City, identify the priority
areas over the next 5 years and articulate the Council’s role in supporting business and economic
development.
This strategy has been developed in the midst of a historical event, the COVID-19 Pandemic, which will change
many aspects of our way of life, as individuals, as a workforce and as a society.
The COVID-19 Pandemic has highlighted the importance of a strong economy and the need for diversification
in the local economy in order to build resilience. Diversification in the economy reduces the reliance on a small
number of sectors, and increases the local economy’s ability to withstand challenges and enables the economy
to recover faster.
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What is Economic Development &
Why We Need a Strategy
Economic development is typically characterised
by an improvement in the economic wellbeing of
an area and is commonly measured by the
increase in the number of businesses, percentage
of jobs, higher incomes, greater investment and or
increased revenue to fund infrastructure and
services for the local community.
Economic development aims to promote
prosperity and an improved quality of life in the
community by supporting and serving the needs of
the local business people. This is achieved through
a range of value-adding services that foster a
sustainable and vibrant business environment.
From the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters’
perspective, economic development means
anything that fosters, enables or contributes to a
healthy economy.
The focus on economic development in the City of
Norwood Payneham & St Peters is to achieve
sustainable economic growth that delivers positive
outcomes for the environment, and social and
cultural sustainability within the City. In short,
healthy economies build healthy communities.
The Council recognises that whilst it cannot
directly deliver business outcomes, it can facilitate
and promote economic development within the

context of its strategic management plan,
CityPlan2030: Shaping Our Future and support its
business sector to ensure its sustainability and
longevity.
The Council recognises that it will play multiple
roles in delivering the strategy. As a leader,
partner, facilitator and regulator, the Council will
work towards delivering the Strategy’s 4 key
economic outcomes. Together with the State
Government, local partners, small businesses and
the community. The Council will play a critical role
in the success of this Strategy and promoting the
City as a great place to live, work and invest.
To assist in delivering its economic objectives and
achieve sustainable economic growth, the City of
Norwood Payneham & St Peters has established
two committees. The Business & Economic
Development Committee and the Norwood Parade
Precinct Committee have each been established by
the Council to bring together business
representatives, sector specialists and Elected
Members to share knowledge, challenges and
experiences.
The two Committees play an integral part in the
development of the Council’s strategic policy
direction for economic development and in the
delivery of many of its economic initiatives.
The Business & Economic Development Committee
has played an integral role in the development of
this Strategy.
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Strategic Alignment
The Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026 is
the Council’s blueprint to guide the growth of the
City’s economy for the next 5 years.
The Strategy sits within the Council’s decision
making framework and has been developed to
align with other key strategic and policy
documents. The Economic Development Strategy
2021-2026 will operate alongside other relevant
local, regional and state strategies and plans. The
key strategies that have been used to inform this
document are summarised below.

Growth State
The South Australian Government has set a target
to achieve three percent annual growth in the
State economy. To achieve this, nine priority
sectors have been identified as focus areas
because of their strong potential to meet
increasing interstate and global demand, attract
investors and leverage comparative advantages.
The nine priority sectors are Tourism, International
Education, Defence Industry, Food, Wine and
Agribusiness, Hi-Tech, Health and Medical
Industries, Energy and Mining, Space Industry and
Creative Industries. Of these sectors, the City of
Norwood Payneham & St Peters has also identified
food, health and the creative industries as key
contributors to the local economy and community
well-being.

The 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide
The 30-Year Plan for Greater Adelaide, which was
launched in 2010 and most recently updated in
2017 to respond to new challenges and
opportunities, is the State Government’s strategic
land use plan that will guide the long-term growth
of Greater Adelaide over the next 30 years. It
outlines the Government’s vision on how Adelaide
should grow to become a more liveable,
competitive and sustainable city. The Plan is
centred around fourteen policy themes and their
associated initiatives, including a strategic vision
for the economy and jobs.
The 30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide recognises
the integral role that the planning system plays in

the planning and investment decisions of the
private sector in relation to commercial, retail and
industrial development and how it can influence
economic outcomes and employment growth.

CityPlan 2030: Shaping Our Future
CityPlan 2030 is the long-term Strategic
Management Plan for the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters, which outlines the longterm vision and outcomes for the City.
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is
committed to its vision of creating ‘A City which
values its heritage, cultural diversity, sense of place
and natural environment. A progressive City which
is prosperous, sustainable and socially cohesive,
with a strong community spirit.’
Within CityPlan 2030: Shaping Our Future, the
Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026 most
strongly aligns with Outcome 3 - Economic
Prosperity - A dynamic and thriving centre for
business and services. The Objectives to achieve
this vision include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A diverse range of businesses and services.
Cosmopolitan business precincts contributing
to the prosperity of the City.
Attract new enterprises and local
employment opportunities to our City.
A leading centre for creative industries.
A local economy supporting and supported
by its community.

These Objectives are supported by a range of
Strategies, Indicators and Targets.

Norwood, Payneham and St Peters (City)
Development Plan
South Australia’s urban and regional planning
system is undergoing its biggest reform in more
than 25 years. The Council’s current Development
Plan is expected to be revoked by September
2020, at which time current zoning will be
replaced with a single state-wide planning and
design code. The City of Norwood Payneham & St
Peters remains a prime location for high quality,
higher density development to support the State
Government’s initiatives for urban consolidation,
however this needs to be balanced with the
retention of its employment lands and the
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protection of character, heritage and
neighbourhood amenity.

Kent Town Economic Growth Strategy
2020-2025
With a view to capitalising on an exciting period of
transformation, in January 2020 the Council
endorsed the Kent Town Economic Growth
Strategy 2020-2025 to strengthen and grow the
diverse and unique local neighbourhood. The
Strategy is driven by three key themes to attract
investment, support growth and create prosperity.
The Kent Town Economic Growth Strategy 20202025 recognises the commercial importance of
this neighbourhood and acknowledges that the
suburb’s location, accessibility and convenience
makes it a highly desirable location for future
growth.

Norwood Parade Annual Business Plan
The Parade is recognised as one of Adelaide’s
Premier Mainstreets and remains one of the
Council’s key hubs of activity. In order to maintain
the vibrancy and success of The Parade Precinct,
the Council established the Norwood Parade
Precinct Committee, pursuant to Section 41 of the
Local Government Act 1999. One of the
requirements of the Norwood Parade Precinct
Committee is to develop an Annual Business Plan
to guide the marketing and promotions of The
Parade. As a key driver of the local economy, the
Norwood Parade Annual Business Plan must be
aligned, and guided by, the objectives of the
broader Council area, as outlined in the Economic
Development Strategy 2021-2026.
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Key Considerations & Trends
This section provides a summary of the key
considerations and trends that will influence
economic development in the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters over the next 5 years.

Digital
The transformational impact of digital technology
is creating exciting opportunities, which have the
potential to enhance all industry sectors (including
the Council’s four priority sectors) within the
Norwood Payneham & St Peters economy. The
importance of digital technology and its impacts
on facilitating economic growth, improving
productivity and connectedness and remaining
competitive, are increasingly recognised as
contributing to a vibrant economy and city.
Ensuring that the City’s environment is conducive
to supporting digital technology that is fast and
reliable is essential for the longevity and
sustainability of all businesses and professions that
rely on it.
Encouragement and support from the Council is
vital to embracing and harnessing the capabilities
that digital technology creates. Access to
education and learning opportunities will prove to
be the most beneficial in trying to demonstrate a
responsive and innovative approach to
incorporating the benefits of digital technology
into business operations. With the successful
implementation of digital technology, efficiency
and outputs will improve in the local economy.

Accessibility is a significant strength of the City of
Norwood Payneham & St Peters being an innersuburban Council located in close proximity to the
CBD and major transport corridors. Accessibility is
a highly valued attribute within the Council area,
enabling the local community to obtain business
services and training, employment, technology and
transport.
It is important to understand the opportunities
that exist to further enhance accessibility within
and through the Council area. The perceived ease
of access to the area from the Adelaide CBD, major
transport routes and transport modes presents as
an opportunity to leverage the Council’s location
moving forward.
Businesses in the City of Norwood Payneham & St
Peters have organically established themselves in
clusters, which can reduce transaction costs for
transport, as it improves the ease of contact with
shop fronts that the customer is wanting to visit.
Examples of some of the City’s clusters include
interior design, furniture and homewares, located
along Magill Road, dining and retail in The Parade
Precinct, food and beverage manufacturing in both
Glynde and Stepney, and professional services
concentrated in Kent Town and its immediate
surrounds.
To maintain and enhance accessibility, the
Council’s natural and built environments must be
designed with high quality public spaces that bring
people together to exchange ideas and build a
sense of community.

The continued roll-out of the National Broadband
Network (NBN) and the growth of Lot Fourteen
will both play a role in enhancing the digital
opportunities within the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters, given the close proximity of
the Council to the CBD.

Availability of appropriately zoned land in
light industry areas, commercial precincts
and mixed-use areas, is critical to the long-

Accessibility

In addition to being productive and accessible, a
City needs to be liveable and provide its citizens
with a high quality of life. Central to its definition,
economic development seeks to improve the
quality of life for all community members through
supporting local businesses and strengthening the
links between the two.

Access to facilities and services play a key role in
the success of an economy. The ease at which
people, goods and services can be mobilised,
provides for increased productivity and
efficiencies.

term success of the City’s economic sector.

Liveability
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Australian cities consistently rank highly
internationally for their liveability, opportunity and
beauty, being ranked on key elements such as
housing, health and the environment. To maintain
this standard of liveability, there is an ongoing
need for improvements in health and wellbeing,
city attractiveness and sustainable development.
The growth in urbanisation, changes in the form of
development, and economic challenges put
continued pressures on maintaining this liveability.
As a result, communities will continue to require
better and more attractive public spaces, better
designed urban systems, better connectivity
between and within communities, and increased
social cohesion. Subsequently, Council will receive
increasing demand for better designed landscapes,
assets and networks throughout the community.

A liveable community is vital in supporting
the residents and workers who contribute to
the local economy and enable local
businesses to thrive.

Climate Change
There is a need to prepare for the consequences of
a changing climate. If communities and all levels of
government remain divided over the relationship
between economic growth and carbon reduction,
based on a lack of awareness and careful analysis,
then it will continue to be difficult to make
significant shifts in terms of action and mindset.
Climate change and its impact on future resource
scarcity is likely to have a significant impact on the
local economy. It is important, now and even more
so in the future, that the use of natural capital is
valued in the same way as other forms of capital
such as human and technological. Without it, the
ability of businesses to operate effectively could
be hindered and the health and wellbeing of those
in the local community put at risk and quality of
life and liveability compromised.
Employment opportunities are changing as a result
of climate change and the new challenges that are
being presented. Climate change adaptation,
resource use and management are driving change
and creating jobs in new areas and industries that
were not previously anticipated.

As a Council it is important to understand
and respond to the challenges and

opportunities of climate change that will
affect local economic development and
employment and skill progression.
Education and awareness are key to responding to
the challenges. The greater the knowledge base
about the impacts of climate change, the greater
the possibility of harnessing and making the most
of the opportunities.

Environmental and Business Sustainability
Similar to the need to address climate change,
environmental and business sustainability are key
factors in promoting and maximising economic
growth. It is about improving the sustainability of
the environmental resources in an economy and
also improving the sustainability of business
practices to ensure they have the resources to
expand and grow. Good growth in an economy
incorporates sustainability that preserves and
enhances the City’s integrity for future
generations, improves the quality of life for the
community and increases efficiency and resilience
in all aspects of the economy.
High quality education, training and awareness are
vital for supporting people and businesses into
sustainable employment and to assist businesses
in becoming sustainable employers. Sustainable
business practices are necessary for continued
progression of the business as well as positive
economic growth.
Sustainability, whether environmental or in
business practices, needs to be recognised to help
increase promotion for those choosing to become
involved. There needs to be an incentive to initiate
change and given this is a transition for society,
some barriers do exist and hence the need to
reward those who make the effort.

Sustainability, now more than ever, is valued
extremely high in the eyes of the community
and the transition to more sustainable
resources and business models will create
both opportunities and challenges.
Moving forward, it is envisaged that communities
will move beyond targeting efficiencies through
sustainable practices, to restoring and rebuilding
through regenerative development. Regeneration
concentrates on a holistic approach and starts by
respecting that which is essential, or unique in
every person, every landscape, every community,
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every nation. A regenerative approach seeks to
understand and reinforce the authentic nature of
people and communities—their essence—rather
than diminishing them with one-size-fits-all,
generic solutions and development programs. 1
Implementing regenerative projects, and
regeneration as a way of thinking, allows whole
communities and their places to evolve in a way
that enables them to respond to continually
changing circumstances and inevitably enhance
their resilience.

Circular Economy
A big part of environmental sustainability is the
move from a linear economy to a circular
economy. A circular business model is fast
becoming the preferred and expected option given
its emphasis on designing out waste and ensuring
the use of materials and resources that can easily
be reused and recycled. Promotion of a circular
economy and the integration of circular principles
to evolve business models will help ensure that
materials and resources stay in use for as long as
possible and that the amount of virgin materials
entering the system and the amount of waste
being created is reduced.

COVID-19 (Novel Coronavirus)
In 2020, the world was presented with one of its
biggest health and economic challenges, the
COVID-19 Pandemic. The unexpected presence of
COVID-19 Pandemic has drastically changed the
normality and functionality of everyday life as well
as the economic conditions of all of society.
On 30 January 2020, the World Health
Organisation (WHO) declared the outbreak of the
virus as a Public Health Emergency of International
Concern, on 11 February 2020 WHO announced a
new reference name for the virus; coronavirus or
COVID-192, and on 11 March 2020 WHO declared
the outbreak a Pandemic.
The COVID-19 Pandemic has created an
unprecedented situation and has thrown local,
country and global livelihoods and economies into
incomprehensible scenarios. What started as a
global health emergency has resulted in a
worldwide crisis that has economic and social
ramifications. If nothing else, the Pandemic has
highlighted the importance of local, state and

federal governments being prepared for a crisis
and the need to have a strong local economy.
Whilst Australia has had a relatively low number of
cases as a proportion of the country’s population,
the actions taken to curb the spread of the virus
and reduce the stress on medical resources, have
resulted in significant economic and social
impacts.
As a result of the Federal Government’s
mandatory closures and restrictions, a number of
businesses have been forced to close their
premises and / or alter their business model to
adapt to the situation. During the peak of the
Pandemic businesses were forced to stand down
or cut staff, transfer their businesses online, as
well as reduce opening hours to lower running
costs. Businesses implemented these measures to
ensure their survival through this difficult time and
the uncertainty as to whether or not there will be
a “second wave”.
Substantial Federal and State Government
financial support has been provided to reduce the
economic impact. JobKeeper, JobSeeker and
JobMaker have all been designed to help stimulate
the economy and secure jobs for Australia’s
future.

COVID-19 is a disrupter event unseen before
and its affects will be felt for years to come,
with the full impact unlikely to be fully
understood in the near future. It is estimated
that at the very least the Federal and State
Government deficits will be felt for at least
five (5) years. As countries and cities emerge
from the immediate health crisis and re-start
their economies, changing work practices,
attitudes towards travelling, commuting and
consumption of goods and services will
change employment prospects.
For many businesses, both locally and globally, the
short-term goal is to survive and make it through
to the other end. The Council’s Economic
Development Strategy 2021-2026 will play a
significant role in the recovering ability of the
business community for a long period of time. The
strategy including its vision, outcomes, objectives,
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strategies and actions, have been designed to help
businesses recover and rebuild from the COVID-19
Pandemic and plan for sustainability and growth
for when the economy reaches some level of
normality.
The Strategy is a reflection of the Council’s
commitment to help businesses recover as quickly
as possible and then maintain a sustainable
economy. New strategic directions included as a
result of COVID-19 will ensure the strategy
maintains flexibility to the situation that will exist
post pandemic and beyond. The most affected
elements of the economy are business finances,
employment, consumer confidence and image.
Consumer confidence and the image of shopping
in a brick and mortar store will take some time to

Impacts of COVID-19
In Australia, the projected rise in
unemployment (anticipated to reach 10%)
is expected to result in a decrease in overall
household disposable income, of
approximately 0.3% in 2019-2020 and 0.7%
in 2020-2021. The decrease in disposable
income is projected to be worse than that
experienced post the GFC and earlier
recessions.

As the overall income of households falls,
so too does their discretionary income that
is commonly spent on items such as
clothing, travel and going out to eat.
Discretionary income in Australia is
expected to decline by 2.5% in 2019-2020
and by 3.1% in 2020-2021. As such, the
hospitality sector and elements of the retail
sector together with the tourism sector are
expected to be among the most severely
impacted industries.

restore, but will ultimately be a high priority action
that Council will pursue.
Business survival will require an ability to adapt to
the situation, minimise expenses, take advantage
of government packages and have clear and
effective communication (with tenants, landlords,
employees and the community which includes the
Council).
The Council will support the business community
through and post Pandemic. The strategy is the
catalyst for Council’s ability to provide this support
and given the substantial unknown associated with
COVID-19, flexibility will provide the Council with
the ability to adapt its response to suit the needs
of the businesses in the Council area.
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As a result of rising unemployment and
falling consumer sentiment, business
confidence has also fallen, reaching record
low levels in March 2020. While business
stimulus packages introduced by the
Federal Government together with business
support packages offered by State and Local
Governments are expected to moderate
this, business confidence is expected to fall
further in early 2020-2021. Despite this,
history shows that the economy has the
ability to recover quickly if it is well
supported as it has from other recent
economic events illustrated in the graph
below.

Retail3
Small businesses across the retail sector have felt
the pressure of COVID -19 with many traditional
bricks and mortar retail stores having closed their
doors due to a lack of consumer demand and
government imposed restrictions, which have
reduced trading activity. Whilst some retailers
such as supermarkets have experienced a spike in
demand, many retailers of luxury items and
discretionary items have struggled.
Looking ahead, the clothing retail industry is
expected to decrease by 28.3% in 2019-2020 with
the number of establishments expected to fall by
over 10% and a number of unprofitable shops
expected to cease trading altogether.
Through the COVID-19 period, many retailers have
had to increase their online capabilities very
quickly in an attempt to maintain their business
cashflow. In 2019 online represented
approximately 9% of clothing retail sales, however
this has risen dramatically over the period of
COVID-19. Whilst online sales are expected to fall
again post COVID-19, it is expected that the trend
towards online shopping will stabilise at
approximately 12%, which will have a sustained
impact on bricks and mortar sales in Australia.

behaviours post COVID-19, regardless of whether
those behaviours revert to former patterns or
have been changed forever.

Hospitality
Food & Beverage hospitality businesses have been
significantly impacted by COVID-19 with the
Federal Government enforcing closures on 23
March 2020. This forced many cafes, restaurants
and pubs to offer takeaway services through their
own apps or through services such as UberEats.
Many hospitality businesses are expected to have
experienced a significant decline in revenue over
this time. The revenue of cafes and coffee shops is
predicted to decline by 18.7% in 2019-2020 with
levels of employment also expected to decline.
The critical role that retail and hospitality play in
the activation and experience of places means that
their response to this Pandemic is likely to drive
the success or failure of many mainstreet
precincts.

Unique product offering, quality customer
service, attractive spaces and promotion will
all be required to provide dynamic, vibrant
and successful precincts.

Tourism
The challenge for retailers is to recognise the
significant change in consumer spending and
behaviour and to remain responsive to consumer

Tourism contributes more than $8 billion to the
South Australian economy annually and employs
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almost 40,000 people. The sector is considered
one of the hardest hit by the COVID-19 outbreak,
experiencing a rapid and sharp drop in demand
and a surge in job losses putting many businesses
at risk. Travel restrictions coupled with significant
declines in demand added to the pressures many
faced earlier in the year 2020, following the
devastating bushfires.
At the end of 2019, tourism in South Australia was
worth $8.1 billion. Now, amid the COVID-19
Pandemic, forecasts suggest the tourism industry
is losing almost $430 million a month.4
The root causes and new realities imposed by the
Pandemic have caused fundamental changes to
the way people think, live, work and play, which in
turn, are transforming the nature of tourism
demand and supply alike. Some of these changes
may be temporary, but others are here to stay and
will redefine the way people experience tourism
for years to come. COVID-19 has led to profound
changes in the behaviour and expectations of
travellers, as well as on tourism businesses, which
are predicted to have long-lasting impacts.5
The Pandemic is anticipated to have a longer
lasting effect on international tourism, however
opportunities are expected to increase for local
travel. To leverage this opportunity, the South
Australian Tourism Council have redirected all
international marketing activity to focus on the
domestic market to promote South Australia.
While South Australians can now travel regionally,
innovation and creativity will be critical for all
tourism businesses with those that embrace
technology expected to come out ahead of the
competition.
The tourism sector in the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters supports 1,320 jobs and it is
estimated that the output generated by the sector
is $207.614 million, with Accommodation & Food
Services (31.7%) and Retail Trade (15.5%) sectors
producing almost half the revenue.
The March Quarter 2020 Business SA – William
Buck Survey of Business Expectations has shown a
catastrophic decline in business confidence, with
36% casting doubt over whether they could

survive another three months of restrictions. In
the accommodation, hospitality and retail sectors,
this was even higher with 52% saying it was
unlikely they would survive another three months
of compromised trading.6

Buy Local
Buy local is not a new concept to the Adelaide
consumer, but the importance of supporting local
business during COVID-19 and the months
following the Pandemic has never felt more
crucial. If nothing else the COVID-19 Pandemic has
demonstrated to Australia the need to support the
local supply chain instead of relying so heavily on
global supply chains for manufacturing. COVID-19
has given businesses the opportunity to
experiment in value adding. In many cases, it has
forced businesses to adapt and be agile in order to
meet local demand.
Supporting local means nurturing locally owned
and run businesses, which use local resources and
employ local workers, to serve the local
community. Small businesses are the largest
employers nationally and it is vital that the
Federal, State and Local Governments provide
financial support to reduce the economic impacts,
as well as offer friendly services and information to
assist businesses to recover and rebuild.
Business SA launched a ‘Buy Local to Save Local’
campaign in May 2020, to encourage South
Australians to take a proactive approach to buying
and purchasing from local businesses as much as
possible. This campaign, along with strong
business backing, has resulted in conscious
consumer spending, and greater consideration,
when buying products from overseas.
This Strategy will take this concept one-step
further and encourage residents and workers to
‘Be Local’ in their communities. That is, to create a
whole connection with the local business sector
that adds to community wellbeing, while
contributing to economic resilience.
The strategies and actions set out in this Strategy
emphasise the importance of supporting and
buying local where possible, which will in-turn,
support jobs, generate income and raise the
overall level of economic activity in the City.
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Changing Nature of Work Environments7
COVID-19 has influenced the nation’s sentiment,
behaviour and lifestyle – from how we shop to
how we work, educate and engage in community
and events. The impacts of the virus has been
significant and will continue to be felt long after
the virus is under control.
Australians are very positive about a shift towards
online learning in the education sector and the
workplace. In fact, more than half of Australians
are positive about an increased use of online
learning in vocational training (57%), university
(57%), workplaces (54%) and in schools (52%).
More than two in five Australians agree that
working from home will become the new normal
(45%) and would stay longer with their employer if
they were offered more remote working and
flexible working options (46%). This has significant
implications on the demand and supply of
commercial spaces throughout the City and in
particular business hubs such as Kent Town.
A similar proportion agree that their home is well
equipped for them to work from home (44%) and
would be willing to spend more time working from
home (43%). Australians don’t expect their
productivity to decrease either, with 42%
strongly/somewhat agreeing that they are just as
productive at home, if not more. Studies have
shown that remote employees work 1.4 more days
per month than their office-based counterparts,
resulting in more than three additional weeks of
work per year.
Aside from the ability, flexibility and productivity
of working from home, people felt that they were
able to create a better work-life balance and are
less stressed as a result of commuting to and from
work.

With advantages, there is always disadvantages,
and this includes, professional and social isolation,
household running costs and access to necessary
resources.

Government Support
Over March and April 2020, the Federal
Government released approximately $320 billion
worth of stimulus packages to support small
businesses. The packages focused on key policy
areas including:
 A JobKeeper wage subsidy payment
 Code of Conduct for commercial tenancies
 Cash flow support
 Financial relief for distressed businesses
 The SME Guarantee Credit Scheme
 Increase of asset write-off threshold; and
 Other sector specific forms of assistance.
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters also
introduced a Financial Assistance Package aimed
at assisting ratepayers, residents, businesses,
sporting clubs and other local groups that use
Council facilities. The range of support for
businesses include:









Waiving of interest and fines for any unpaid
2019-2020 Fourth Quarter Rates instalments
Discretionary rebates equal to the 2019-2020
Fourth Quarter payment for businesses
located within The Parade Precinct that are
required to pay The Separate Rate
Differential Rate rebate for non-residential
property owners, including commercial
property owners
Refunds of the Fourth Quarter Outdoor Dining
Permit fee; and
Outdoor Dining Permit Holders required to
make a payment for the installation of
bollards associated with their outdoor dining
area will have payments deferred until June
2020.
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City Snapshot
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is home to approximately 36,750 people and forecasted to
welcome another 2,484 by 2031. Whilst there will be an increase in the City’s population, it will also see the
median age rise, due to the national ageing population trend.
The City has experienced a positive growth rate of 36.7% in the number of businesses over the last four years
with the City’s percentage of South Australia’s Gross State Product remaining steady. Rental, Hiring & Real
Estate Services, followed by Professional, Scientific & Technical Services and Construction, top the list with the
highest number of businesses registered by sector with Health Care & Social Assistance and Creative
Industries, making up the top five sectors.
Whilst employment opportunities grew by 2,028 between 2016 and 2019 to a total of 24,367 jobs—
representing approximately 3.3% of the South Australian workforce—it is worth noting that the effects of the
COVID-19 Pandemic will influence this number significantly as unemployment rates are expected to rise in the
first few years of implementation of this strategy before once again declining.
Health Care and Social Assistance, Professional, Scientific & Technical Services, Retail Trade, Construction, and
Education & Training make up the top five (5) sectors that generate the most number of jobs within the City.
The Construction, Health Care and Social Assistance and Professional, Scientific & Technical Services sectors
are represented in the top five in both employment by industry and in the number of business registrations.

Demographic Overview

Population
37,056 (ABS ERP 2019)
Forecasts suggest there will be
approximately 39,234 residents
in the City of Norwood Payneham
& St Peters by 2031 and 40,063
by 2036.
(Source: DPTI - Population projections for
South Australian Local Government Areas
2016 – 36. December 2019 release)

Median Age
40 years old
The median age of people is 40
years, slightly higher than 39 years
across Greater Adelaide. Children
aged 0-14 years make up 14.3% of
the population and people aged 65
years and over make up 19.6% of
the population.

Median Household Income
$1,304
The median weekly household
income in the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters is $1,304,
compared to $1,265 in Greater
Adelaide.
21.5% of households earn an
income of $2,500 or more per
week.
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Business Mix (30 March 2020 remplan)
Other 0.20%
4.42%
Other Services
Arts Recreation Services
1.34%
1.34%
Health Care Social Assistance
Education Training
Public Administration Safety 0.33%
Administrative Support Services
3.76%
Professional, Scientific Technical Services
Rental, Hiring Real Estate Services
Financial Insurance Services
6.59%
Information Media Telecommunications
1.19%
4.57%
Transport, Postal Warehousing
4.22%
Accommodation Food Services
5.93%
Retail Trade
Wholesale Trade
3.90%
Construction
3.19%
Electricity, Gas, Water Waste Services
0.26%
Manufacturing
Mining
0.47%
1.84%
Agriculture, Forestry Fishing

10.82%

15.28%
16.02%

14.32%

0.00% 2.00% 4.00% 6.00% 8.00% 10.00% 12.00% 14.00% 16.00% 18.00%
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Economic Overview

Businesses
6,996

GRP
$3.147 billion

Value Added
$2.912 billion

There has been a growth rate of
approximately 36.7% in the
number of registered businesses
for the period 2016 to 2020.

In 2019 the total Gross Regional
Product was estimated at $3.147
billion and represents 2.88% of
South Australia’s Gross State
Product. It has remained steady
since 2014.

The total value added by the
City’s industry sectors is $2.912
billion, which is the difference
between total expenditure and
revenue.

Average Value Per Development
Approval
$242,134
(February 2019–2020 year to
date)
(Economy.id)
The value of development
approvals in the 2019–2020
February year to date was up
$69,187 on 2018–2019,
representing 6% of South
Australia’s total and on par with
year-end values obtained in
2017–2018. Traditionally, there is
greater focus of activity on
residential investment.

Regional Imports $1.400 billion
Regional Exports $2.460 billion
The value of goods and services
imported into and exported from
the City of Norwood Payneham &
St Peters.

Note: All data sourced from REMPLAN March 2020 unless otherwise specified.
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Jobs & Employment Overview

Employment
24,367 jobs
(Economy id. NIEIR June 2019)
Jobs grew by 2,028 between 2016
and 2019.

Unemployment Rate
5.1%
(Economy id. Dec 2019)

Journey to Work
86% of people travel into the
City of Norwood Payneham & St
Peters to work

The unemployment rate gradually
increased each quarter, up 0.6%
from December 2018 to December
2019.
The full economic impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic is still
unknown, however it is expected
to have significant effects on the
retail, hospitality and tourism
sectors specifically.

Live and Work in the City
Approximately 14% of employed
people, both live and work in the
City.
The top two age demographics
that live and work in the City are
aged 45–54 years and 25–34
years.

Note: All data sourced from REMPLAN March 2020 unless otherwise specified.
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Listening to Our Business Community
Consultation with the business community has helped inform the Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026
and shape its direction. Through a number of focus groups held with business and property owners, we heard
what our business community sees are the strengths and weakness of the City, and what they value the most
for a prosperous future.
We heard that our business community values its unique and diverse business mix with strong connections
and ability to work together. It wants an accessible City with vibrant precincts and green, activated spaces. Our
business community wants a supportive Council that continues to provide high quality services and
infrastructure for its business, residents and visitors.

What the Norwood Payneham & St Peters business community values
___________________________________________________________________________
Open space – street appeal, green vegetation
___________________________________________________________________________
Location – close proximity to the CBD
____________________________________________________________________________
Attractive, vibrant and diverse place
_____________________________________________________________________________
Activation and placemaking
_____________________________________________________________________________
The Parade – drawcard location
_____________________________________________________________________________
Diverse business community and high level of collaboration
_____________________________________________________________________________
Unique eclectic mix of businesses
_____________________________________________________________________________
Connection with the local community
_____________________________________________________________________________
Accessibility – pedestrian and cycle friendly
_____________________________________________________________________________
Quality, fresh and local produce
Note: The above values summarise feedback received at workshops held prior to the COVID-19 Pandemic.
Feedback received from local businesses as part of the 2019 Community Survey8 was also considered in the
development of the Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026. The survey, which was undertaken in 2019
and was conducted via telephone to randomly selected businesses within the Council area. A total of 203
businesses participated in the survey. The survey provided valuable insights into their experiences around
interacting with Council, what is done well and what areas need extra attention.
As part of the survey, businesses were directly asked to rank the top (3) major issues which in their opinion,
the Council should be addressing in the next three (3) years. The highest ranked response was ‘Improving
Infrastructure’ with 50% of respondents rating this as the highest priority for businesses, followed by ‘Car
Parking’ at 39%, with ‘Environmental Sustainability’ (30%), ‘Issues with Street Trees’ (29%) and ‘Preserving
heritage buildings and character areas’ (29%) also becoming more prominent issues to be addressed in the
next three (3) years.
Of the 203 business respondents, 76% revealed that being close to the city/in a central location, was the
biggest advantage of operating a businesses in the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters.
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Vision
“A connected City with
thriving businesses,
vibrant precincts and
an engaged business
community.”

Vision
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Strategic Framework
The Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026 has been informed by the following 4 key inputs:





The economic and demographic profile of the area;
Listening to our business community and partners;
An understanding of the key considerations and trends that have, and will, impact our local economy;
and
The COVID-19 Pandemic and the associated economic and social impacts.

Subsequently, the Council will strive for four (4) Outcomes that will re-affirm the long held aspiration of
increasing economic prosperity and enhancing community well-being in the City of Norwood Payneham & St
Peters.

Dynamic and Diverse City – A City with thriving and resilient business sectors that drive
employment and deliver growth.
To support the growth and viability of sectors with competitive strength and strategic priority.

Destination City – A destination with dynamic, cultural, vibrant and attractive precincts.
To increase the number of people who live, work and visit the City and enhance the community well-being of
existing residents, workers and visitors.

Innovative City – An innovative City that supports business and attracts investment.
To attract and maintain competitive businesses with the capacity for ongoing sustainability, innovation and
growth.

Business Friendly City – A City that understands the needs of business.
To remove barriers and make it easy for business owners to start, run and grow a business.
These Outcomes, and the supporting Strategic Framework, will play a pivotal role in guiding the Council over
the next five (5) years and provide direction that is driven through bold thinking, dynamic leadership and
collaborative partnerships.
In delivering the Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026, it is acknowledged that the economy and local
businesses, are not in the state they once were at the start of this process. While the long term vision and
overarching themes of the document should remain the same, the unprecedented impact of COVID-19 on the
local and world economy means that the state of the economy is no longer the same as it was when planning
for the new Strategy first commence. Given that, a ‘Recovery & Rebuild’ Strategy will form the initial phase of
the Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026 and be prioritised in Year 1 of its implementation. During this
time, the Council will focus on supporting local businesses through their revival following the impacts of
COVID-19, and capturing the opportunities that arise from a re-imagined economy.
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Dynamic & Diverse City
Outcomes

Objectives

1.

Destination City

A City with thriving and resilient business sectors
that drive employment and deliver growth

Support the growth and viability of the City’s business
sectors based on their competitive strength and strategic
priority.

2.

A destination with dynamic, cultural, vibrant and
attractive precincts

Increase the number of people who live, work and visit the
City and enhance the community well-being of existing
residents, workers and visitors.

Innovative City
3.

Business Friendly City

An innovative City that supports business and attracts
investment

Attract and maintain competitive businesses with the
capacity for resilience and ongoing sustainability,
innovation and growth.

4.

A City that understands the needs of business

To remove barriers and make it easy for business owners
to start, run and grow a business.

RECOVER & REBUILD THE LOCAL ECONOMY FOLLOWING THE IMPACTS OF COVID-19
Strategies

1.1 Focus on the support and growth of the City’s
priority sectors:
 Food & Beverage Manufacturing
 Cultural & Creative
 Professional, Scientific & Technical Services
 Retail
1.2 Support the Education and Health sectors as key
contributors to community well-being.
1.3 Identify emerging trends and support opportunities
for economic growth.
1.4 Promote opportunity and collaboration across the
sectors.
1.5 Identify and promote local competitive advantages.

2.1 Showcase and promote the City’s attractions and
events to facilitate growth in visitation and spending.
2.2 Support the City’s vibrant mainstreet precincts.
2.3 Facilitate the activation of key spaces and precincts in
the City.
2.4 Work with local business operators to strengthen the
viability of precincts and enhance the customer
experience.

3.1 Maximise new investment and growth opportunities.
3.2 Recognise businesses and business sectors that make a
significant contribution to the City.
3.3 Facilitate communication, education and networking
programs to support businesses.
3.4 Embrace new and emerging technologies that will
enhance business productivity.
3.5 Encourage sustainable working methods in all aspects
of business.

4.1 Ensure that Council processes are business friendly and
contribute to a well-functioning City.
4.2 Embed economic outcomes in decision-making across
the organisation.
4.3 Establish an effective planning policy framework to
encourage investment and enable businesses to
establish in the City.
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Dynamic & Diverse City
A City with thriving and resilient business
sectors that drive employment
and deliver growth
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Support the growth and viability of the City’s business sectors based on their
competitive strength and strategic priority.
An Economic Development Strategy and subsequent economic growth is dependent on a City’s business
sector. Positive economic growth and a sustainable economy require a business sector that thrives off
conditions that are conducive to conducting business activities. The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is
fortunate to be located within close proximity to the Adelaide CBD, and as a result, have a diverse business
sector that is well positioned to be successful, resilient and capable of remaining viable. In particular, the
Council area has a number of sectors within the business sector, which have a competitive advantage and are
identified as a strategic priority.
The four business sectors that have been identified by the Council as Priority sectors are:





Food and Beverage Manufacturing;
Cultural & Creative Industries;
Professional, Scientific & Technical Services; and
Retail.

These sectors have been identified due to their significant existing, or emerging, importance to the local
economy in terms of employment, vibrancy and growth.
Whilst the Health and Education Sectors have not been identified as priority sectors, their contribution to the
City is powerful, attracting high calibre health workers, as well as students enrolled to elite schools.
Accelerating the growth of these sectors is vital to ensuring they continue to thrive and remain a competitive
advantage for the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters. As these sectors contribute to a significant portion
of the Council’s business sector, the success of these priority sectors is key to ensuring the economy remains
sustainable and economic growth occurs. These priority sectors act as key economic indicators and substantial
change in any of them can reflect the overall economies position to the Council.
All of the priority sectors have been and will continue to be impacted upon by COVID-19, especially the retail
and cultural and creative sectors. The impact on these sectors is unprecedented and the full consequences are
not likely to be understood for some time. The Council together with State and Federal Governments will play
an important role in ensuring these priority sectors can recover as quickly as possible and return (as close as
possible) to a sense of ‘normal’. What a thriving business sector will look like post COVID-19 is yet to be
determined. What is globally recognised is that it is unlikely to be the same as it previously was prior to COVID19. A reassessment of what would determine a business to be ‘thriving’ will now need to be redefined,
however it will still be an objective of the Council’s to ensure the business sectors economic output is viable
and sustainable.
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Food & Beverage Manufacturing
Food processing is a vital part of the Australian economy and has long been influential on the manufacturing
industry, with its impact far outweighing that of all other sub-sectors. The industry within Australia is diverse in
size – from multinationals producing large volume fast-moving consumer goods through to smaller players
with flexibility to meet demand for niche gourmet items.
The State Government has set an economic objective to lift South Australia’s economic growth to 3% average
annual growth in Gross State Product (GSP). As part of ‘Growth State’, SA’s work plan is to achieve 3% overall
growth each year in South Australia. The ‘Food, Wine and Agribusiness’ sector is a key pillar of the South
Australian economy and is one of the nine priority sectors that have been identified for growth.
The food manufacturing sector is the largest manufacturing sector in Australia, South Australia and the City of
Norwood Payneham & St Peters and therefore needs to be nurtured at all levels, to ensure that it continues to
meet the demands of the world.
Of the 1,069 jobs in manufacturing in the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters, food processing remaining
the most dominant sub-sector for employment with 422 (38.6%) people employed, which includes dairy,
confectionary and bakery goods.
Of the 1,069 full time equivalent jobs in the manufacturing sector, 74 fall in the beverage manufacturing subsector across 26 registered businesses. The beverage manufacturing sector includes the production of soft
drinks, cordials and syrups, beer, spirits, and wine and other alcoholic beverages. Whilst the beverage
manufacturing sector ranks fifth in terms of employment and value-added, it contributes $21.857 million to
the City’s regional exports.
Although employment has declined from 2016 to 2018, output has increased with food manufacturing
contributing to 3.9% of total output for the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters. The value of goods and
services imported into the City has risen from $114.491m to $136.011m, which can be attributed to an
increase in local sales as well as provide potential opportunities for businesses within the local market.
The food manufacturing sector contributes $173.123 million (7.2%) of total regional exports for the City,
ranking fourth after Professional, Scientific and Technical Services and the Construction industry.
The Food & Beverage Manufacturing sector in the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is concentrated in
the suburbs of Glynde and Stepney. To protect the ongoing success of this sector, it is critical that the lightindustrial zoning, which enables these sectors, be protected and retained in these two locations.
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Cultural & Creative Industries
The cultural and creative industries typically bring together the arts, media, and design sectors, with a focus
upon convergent digital technologies and the challenges and opportunities of globalization ix. Cultural and
creative activity is increasingly recognised as an important component of economic growth. Whilst there is no
adopted universal definition, the cultural and creative sector incorporates a broad range of disciplines and is
defined in the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters as, “sectors which place emphasis on creativity:







Architecture, design and visual arts
Music and performing arts
Film, radio and television
Writing and publishing
Advertising and marketing
Creative software applications.”

The terms “cultural industries” and “creative industries” are intrinsically linked. The concept of “cultural
industries” is more related to cultural heritage and traditional forms of creation, while “creative industries”
includes the applied arts practices, innovations and generating profit and creation of jobs by creating
intellectual propertyx.
In 2016, there were 523 registered businesses in the cultural and creative sector located in the City of
Norwood Payneham & St Peters. This was the fifth highest sector representing 8% of the total number of
business registrations across the City. Of those 523 businesses, 77 (14.7%) were located in the suburb of Kent
Town, a neighbourhood recognised for its cultural and creative contribution to the City. Overall, the City of
Norwood Payneham & St Peters represents 29% of creative and cultural businesses in the Eastern Region
Alliance and 8% in South Australia.
Similarly, within the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters, Kent Town also contains the highest
concentration of creative and cultural industry employment with 1,678 people employed in Creative Industries
and 1,699 in Creative Professions. As a whole, the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters represents 37% of
creative and cultural jobs in the Eastern Region Alliance and 8% of those in South Australia.
Most notably, between 2011 and 2016, ‘Computer System Design and Related Services’ experienced the most
significant growth increasing by 261 jobs, or 72%.
The South Australian Government has identified the creative industries as a key competitive advantage for the
State and an important emerging industry. As the basis for innovation, creativity can drive productivity,
economic growth and job creation. The more innovative a business, the more likely it is to export, create
jobs, train employees and turn a higher profit.
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Professional, Scientific & Technical Services
Having a sustainable sector allows for the formation of a positive knowledge economy, whereby the
employment that exists from this sector formulates innovation, collaboration, growth, partnership and
opportunities through the sharing of information both internally, at a place of work and externally with other
businesses in the sector.
The Professional, Scientific & Technical Services sector has organically formed a cluster in the City, mainly Kent
Town and its surrounds. This area contributes to 98.3% of all employment in this sector and highlights its
primacy when identifying the location of where employment exists.
The age demographic that accounts for the majority of the employment in this sector is the 25-34 age group
followed by those aged 45-54. The workforce age indicates that those employed in this sector are largely
established and experienced, both of which are key to the effectiveness of the Professional, Scientific &
Technical Services sector given its desire for highly skilled and qualified labour inputs.

Retail
The retail industry is the second largest employer in the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters, contributing
to around 10,052 jobs or 12.4% of the City’s workforce comprising of 47.7% male and 52.3% females.
The retail sector accounts for 415 or 5.9% of the registered businesses in the City and makes an important
contribution to the economic and social vibrancy of local places. Of the 415 registered business in this sector,
212 (51%) are located in commercial premises along the main streets, 107 (25.7%) in residential zoning area
and 33 (7.9%) located in light industry areas which includes parts of Stepney and Glynde.
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is home to three major mainstreet retail precincts, The Parade,
Magill Road and Payneham Road. Each precinct has its own unique identity and product offering, benefiting
from the agglomeration of like businesses in the area. The suburbs of Glynde and Stepney are unique light
industrial areas, which are home to many family-owned businesses that produce, manufacture and export
world-class produce to local, national and international markets. These areas are the hubs for retail and
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business and play an important role in the liveability and character of the City of Norwood Payneham & St
Peters.

Health
Healthcare and Social Assistance is the largest employing industry in the City, with over 3,800 workers. The
sector is supported by the presence of many general practices, residential care and allied health services.
Stepney has been home to Sportsmed – an industry leading private healthcare provider for thirty (30) years,
which employs a diverse range of medical and health and wellbeing professionals. Once an orthopaedic
hospital, it has now evolved into a ‘healthcare hub’ expanding and specialising in a range services and are
accommodating for the ageing population, with South Australians ageing faster than any other mainland state.
The growth in this sector will naturally increase employment and visitors to the area and in turn have flow on
benefits to local precincts and businesses.

Education
Education is one of the key fundamental factors of development and is essential to achieve sustainable
economic development in any city, state and country. The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is proudly
home to seventeen (17) preschool, primary and secondary schools in both the public and private sectors,
which is a significant number for size of the Council area.
There are one-hundred (100) Education & Training businesses in the City that provide 2,149 jobs - 8.8% of total
employment, and provide over $240m (4.0%) of total output generated by businesses and organisations in
NPSP. Education is an important sector for the City, with more output than that of any other Council in the
Eastern Region Alliance.
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Destination City
A destination with dynamic, cultural,
vibrant and attractive precincts
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A key aspect in maintaining strong visitation in the
City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is for the
Council to continue to provide high quality
infrastructure and mainstreets that support the
viability of local brick-and mortar businesses.

Increase the number of people who
live, work and visit the City and
enhance the community well-being of
existing residents, workers and
visitors.
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters’ major
precincts play a pivotal role in strengthening the
City’s reputation as a vibrant, diverse and
culturally rich destination.
A successful precinct drives connection through a
concentration of activity and people, and builds
on existing competitive strengths.
The City contains five major activity precincts,
which attract a diverse mix of people, making the
City an exciting place to visit.

Visitor Economy
The Visitor Economy represents economic activity
that relates to attracting and servicing visitors in
the City, either on a regular basis, for example
daily shopping trips, or unique visitations, which
are destination driven.
The City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters is a
major destination, drawing visitors from a wide
geographic area for a diverse range of reasons,
including work, business, leisure, recreation, social,
educational and family. The area also comprises a
significant number of high quality schools and
provides an education offering that is well
recognised internationally.
A key contributor to the success or failure of a
precinct is the degree of visitation.

The Parade
The Parade, Norwood is one of the leading main
streets in South Australia, offering a diverse range
of businesses, including a collection of cafes and
restaurants, clothing, professional and financial
services, plus a cinema complex, located near the
heart of the precinct. Foodland and Coles
supermarkets are a major anchors and attractions
to the street, and contribute to the flow of foot
traffic through this area, attracting thousands of
people to the street each day.
The Parade continues to evolve and change, with
the recent completion of The Bath Apartments and
Nuova Apartments providing new medium density
residential apartments, and a number of groundfloor retail spaces. These two major apartment
buildings, along with other developments along
the street attract and create opportunity for new
brands to enter the street.
The Parade Precinct is currently the only
mainstreet in the City where the Council collects a
separate rate, money which is raised through a
levy on properties used for marketing and
promotional purposes. The scheme provides the
means for the Norwood Parade Precinct
Committee to operate and for the Council to
deliver on The Parade’s Annual Business Plan,
which outlines the strategies and objectives of the
plan. The four (4) key strategies in the plan address
– events and activations, marketing and
communications, identity and brand and business
development for businesses in The Parade
Precinct.

Magill Road
The Magill Road Precinct encompasses an eclectic
mix of retail, some residential premises and larger
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manufacturers that break up the continuity of the
commercial land uses. The distinctive brand
identity that captures the unique essence and
vibrancy of the street attracts customers,
businesses and the community, and offers an
experience with a mix of eclectic and eccentric
products and services. By 2023, Norwood Green
will be a diverse collection of townhouses and
apartments, complemented with green open
space and on-site retail tenancies that will
complete the liveability of the area. It is estimated
that there will be a residential growth rate of
23.4% in Norwood from 10,397 (2016) to 12,826
(2036), which will increase the demand on the
offerings within these key precincts.

until the mid-1900s that there was successive
waves of European migrants to South Australia,
bringing with them new knowledge, ingredients
and culture.

Payneham Road

Evening and Night Time Economy

Payneham Road is the most diverse mainstreet in
the City that extends from North Terrace, through
to the junction of Glynburn, Montacute and Lower
North East Roads. The street includes two
shopping centres - The Avenues and Marden
Shopping Centre, a neighbouring shopping
precinct of Felixstow and Glynde, residential aged
care facilities and over fifty bridal related and retail
shops is what makes Payneham Road so unique.

The evening and night-time economy has
increasingly been recognised as a driver of
economic growth, extending the social and
business activity within an area. Traditionally, the
evening and night-time economies comprise of a
mix of cultural, entertainment and hospitality
based serviced businesses that provide a diverse
offering to local residents, workers and visitors.

Kent Town
Kent Town is a culturally rich and diverse suburb
located adjacent to Adelaide’s Central Business
District (CBD), bounded by North Terrace,
Dequetteville Terrace and Fullarton Road.
Kent Town is unique in that it is evolving through a
period of transformation. The suburb comprises of
a combination of highly productive businesses
mixed in with residential and educational uses.
Forecast for significant population growth over the
next 5-10 years resulting from densification due to
State Government changes to zoning and its
appeal to investors and residents, Kent Town is
well placed to capitalise on future economic
growth.

Glynde & Stepney
The history of the Glynde area is steeped in
farming tradition and food production. Throughout
the late 1800s and early 1900s, the Glynde estate
– the largest in Payneham – was renowned for its
fine vineyards, orchards and gardens. It was not

Local food manufacturing precincts have emerged
within the Council area in Glynde and Stepney,
where complementary businesses have
established within small-scale industrial pockets,
and have seen business success through colocating. There is a strong connection, and place
for this industry in the region. These businesses
play an important role in the City through job
creation, and in effect have contributed to a
cluster of positive and exciting experiences.

Successful evening and night-time cities offer an
interesting choice of leisure and entertainment for
a diversity of ages, lifestyles and cultures.
Many cities across the world have well-established
late night precincts, which include a mix of food
and beverage services, live music venues, retail
shops, community and cultural institutions, and
sporting venues. These services provide a viable
transition from daytime to evening economies and
also encourage day time users to stay in the area
later. The vibrancy created results in increased
visitation and enhances the liveability for existing
local residents.
The diverse mixed-use precincts located across the
City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters, present
several opportunities to grow the evening and
night time economy over the coming years.
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City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
Activity Precincts

Marden
Shopping Centre

Firle Plaza

Avenues
Shopping Centre

St Peters
Town Hall

The Maid Hotel

Royal Terrace
Hotel

Norwood
Oval

Norwood Norwood
Hotel
Place

Parade
Central

Norwood
Mall

Bitannia Hotel

Glynde
Kent Town
Magill Road
Payneham Road
Stepney
The Parade

The Rising
Sun Inn
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Innovative City
An innovative City that supports business
and attracts investment
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Attract and maintain competitive
businesses with the capacity for
resilience and ongoing
sustainability, innovation and
growth.
Long-term economic growth is dependent on
sufficient skill levels in the workforce to ensure
businesses have the capacity to deliver. High
quality education, and its subsequent connection
with the local economy, are essential to building a
productive economy by ensuring that businesses
can access the skilled workforce that their business
depends upon. With seventeen (17) high quality
schools located in the Council area, the City of
Norwood Payneham & St Peters is well placed to
both leverage its students as the workforce of the
future, and to also offer students ongoing local
employment opportunities.
A vital component in meeting the aspirations of
current and future businesses in the City of
Norwood Payneham & St Peters is ensuring that
issues relating to environmental sustainability are
considered alongside those of economic
sustainability. A sustainable environment impacts
on business investment decisions and business
competitiveness and is key asset in the success of
local businesses. The Council is committed to the
sustainable and efficient management of
resources, and mitigating and adapting to the
impacts of a changing environment. To achieve
this, the Council will continue to promote
environmental programs and initiatives to local
businesses.

In order to attract and maintain competitive
businesses in the area, it is important to offer
training and support services for the business
community. In today’s economy, workforce
development and continuing education is
imperative as it fuels growth. It ensures that
employees have the skills and knowledge to
support current and future industry sectors.
Home-based businesses are a large part of the
Australian business community, as well as in the
City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters. Running a
business from home offers flexibility, and lower
running costs, but requires discipline and a longterm vision to grow and succeed. The City values
and supports home-based businesses equal to
bricks and mortar offering the same full service.
Business acknowledgement and recognition is
equally as important as business attraction.
Celebrating businesses that continue to be
successful and make a significant contribution to
the City is imperative and it is what drives visitors
to the City.
Start-ups lie at the heart of job creation,
investment attraction and economic growth. They
contribute to the ideas, skills and jobs that will
shape the future workforce, as more traditional
job roles face disruption. Understanding and
exploring the opportunities in this sector is vital to
ongoing sustainability, innovation and growth.
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Business Friendly City
A City that understands the needs of business
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Remove barriers and make it easy
for business owners to start, run and
grow a business.
Businesses add significant value to the local
economy of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
contributing approximately 17.5% of rates revenue
and through development contributions, fees and
charges. Modern businesses are however very
mobile and so if it is difficult to do business in one
location, businesses will simply relocate to
another. To provide a business-friendly
environment, the Council must look to simplify
regulatory process where possible, be flexible
enough to change rapidly to meet current
conditions and reduce barriers that may affect
commercial activity.
Being open for business means delivering the
Council’s business facing services with a ‘can do’
attitude, enabling a well-functioning built
environment and facilitating a business
environment where a diverse range of businesses
can establish and grow.

The Council is committed to developing strong and
personal relationships with the business
community and is committed to ensuring
interactions are responsive and timely. From the
initial welcoming of a new business and through
the lifecycle of that business, the Council will look
to provide an environment for their success.
Increasing the availability of business information
and services online will ensure a consistent
message and provide a more streamline approach,
resulting in a more pleasurable experience for the
consumer. It will build strong and resilient
communities by creating connections, healthy
communication and through collaboration.
By working with key partners, stakeholders and
the community, the Council will provide high
quality infrastructure for the community while
minimising the impacts to business during their
construction.
To remain competitive and attractive as a business
destination, it is critical that the Council offers a
business-friendly service and culture, making it
easy to do business in the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters.

Action Plan
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Dynamic & Diverse City
A City with thriving and resilient business sectors that drive employment and
deliver growth
Strategy
Recover and Rebuild the local economy following the impacts of COVID-19

Actions
CV.1.0.1
CV.1.0.2
CV.1.0.3

Timeframe
Strengthen the promotion of ‘Buy Local’ initiatives to support key sector
businesses.
Develop a downloadable marketing, events and business opportunities
calendar.
Focus marketing and promotional initiatives on the retail and hospitality
sectors to increase discretionary spend.

Year 1
Year 1
Year 1

Strategy 1.1
Focus on the support and growth of the City’s priority sectors:
 Food & Beverage Manufacturing
 Cultural & Creative
 Professional, Scientific & Technical Services
 Retail

Actions

Timeframe

Food & Beverage Manufacturing:
1.1.1

Continue to support and promote the Food & Beverage Manufacturing Sector.

Ongoing

1.1.2

Continue to host regular bus tours, initiatives and events that showcase the
City’s food and beverage offering.
Identify and work with local business operators that currently export or have
the ambition to export.
Advocate for the retention of existing zoning to protect the Food & Beverage
Manufacturing sector.

Ongoing

1.1.3
1.1.4

Year 2 - 5
Year 1

Cultural & Creative Sector:
1.1.5

Promote Kent Town as a Creative Industries Hub.

Ongoing

1.1.6

Facilitate opportunities and encourage collaboration between property owners
and creatives, to deliver creative initiatives.
Identify funding and/or promotional opportunities for local artists.

Ongoing

1.1.7

Ongoing

Professional, Scientific & Technical Services Sector:
1.1.8
1.1.9

1.1.10

Improve awareness about the location of the City and its proximity to the
Adelaide CBD to attract investment and highly skilled labour.
Continue to monitor location trends and employment numbers as majority of
employment in the Professional, Scientific & Technical Services Industry is in
Kent Town and its surrounds.
Capitalise on future opportunities to leverage off the development of Lot
Fourteen.

Years 2-5
Year 2

Ongoing
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Retail Sector:
1.1.11
1.1.12
1.1.13
1.1.14

Continue to deliver marketing programs to reinforce the position of the City as
a leading and preferred retail destination.
Facilitate opportunities to access underutilised retail spaces for short-term
pop-up businesses, activities and initiatives.
Continue to use different types of marketing platform and opportunities to
promote retail in the City to residents, consumers and businesses.
Continue to work in partnership with business owners and property owners
within the City’s retail precincts to encourage greater consumer spending in
the retail sector.

Ongoing
Year 1
Ongoing
Ongoing

Strategy 1.2
Support the Education and Health Sectors as key contributors to community well-being.

Actions

Timeframe

1.2.1

Collaborate with local schools on projects that benefit the community.

1.2.2

Promote allied health and wellbeing services and events that benefit the
community.
Explore ways to support future growth opportunities for small to medium
allied health businesses that are focusing on emerging services and
technologies including home-based care and tele-health.

1.2.3

Year 5
Ongoing
Year 4

Strategy 1.3
Identify emerging trends and support opportunities for economic growth.

Actions
1.3.1

Timeframe
Monitor land use activity and changes in economic activity to identify emerging
trends and opportunities for economic growth.

Ongoing

Strategy 1.4
Promote opportunity and collaboration across the sectors.

Actions
1.4.1

Timeframe
Create opportunities for businesses to interact through business events and
networking functions.

Ongoing

Strategy 1.5
Identify and promote local competitive advantages.

Actions
1.5.1

Timeframe
Strengthen the local supply chain and promote the benefits of doing business
locally.

Year 2 -5
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Destination City
A destination with dynamic, cultural, vibrant and attractive precincts
Strategy
Recover and Rebuild the local economy following the impacts of COVID-19

Actions
CV.2.0.1

Timeframe
Year 1

CV.2.0.3

Promote the City’s precincts as local destinations to increase visitation to reactivate the main precincts across the City.
Increase precinct website capabilities that facilitate and encourage visitors to
the street.
Develop a mini event series to re-activate key spaces in the City.

CV.2.0.4

Increase the social media presence of the various precincts across the City.

Year 1

CV.2.0.2

Year 1
Year 1

Strategy 2.1
Showcase and promote the City’s attractions and events to facilitate growth in visitation and spending.

Actions
2.1.1

Timeframe
Work with the State and Federal Governments to ensure that the City’s
businesses have a presence on their marketing channels.

Ongoing

Strategy 2.2
Support the City’s vibrant mainstreet precincts.

Actions
2.2.1

2.2.2
2.2.3
2.2.4

Timeframe
Continue to develop and implement precinct marketing campaigns for the
City’s key precincts including Kent Town, Payneham Road, Magill Road, The
Parade and the Glynde and Stepney suburbs.
Manage the Norwood Parade Precinct Separate Levy and deliver and
implement an Annual Business Plan for the Committee.
Monitor vacancy rates on The Parade by undertaking annual audits

Annually

Improve the amenity and safety of The Parade by implementing The Parade
Masterplan.

Year 1 - 5

Ongoing
Annually

Strategy 2.3
Facilitate the activation of key spaces and precincts in the City.

Actions

Timeframe

2.3.1

Develop a People, Place and Activity Strategy.

2.3.2

Maintain an exciting event offering that contributes to the City’s brand and
continues to grow and enhance social and economic well-being.
Assist businesses to leverage from the City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters’
and City of Adelaide’s events calendar.
Support externally run events initiated by the business community that will
increase local visitation as opportunities arise.

2.3.3
2.3.4

Year 1
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
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2.3.5
2.3.6
2.3.7
2.3.8
2.3.9

Support live music and showcase local emerging musicians by engaging them
for Council organised events.
Continue to maintain the Artist Register on the Council’s website.

Ongoing

Take a risk management, rather than risk averse approach to the consideration
of applications to the Licensing Authority for Entertainment Consent.
Promote the role of key precincts as focal points for the evening and nighttime economy.
Support legislative reform proposals aimed at improving accessibility of live
music at licensed venues, subject to appropriate checks and balances to ensure
residential amenity is not unduly impacted.

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing
Ongoing

Strategy 2.4
Work with local business operators to strengthen the viability of precincts and enhance the customer
experience.

Actions
2.4.1

Timeframe
Explore opportunities to promote businesses through the Council’s website,
social media platforms and other promotional/marketing platforms as they
arise.

Ongoing
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Innovative City
An innovative City that supports business and attracts investment
Strategy
Recover and Rebuild the local economy following the impacts of COVID-19

Actions
CV.3.0.1
CV.3.0.2

CV.3.0.3

Timeframe
Assist businesses to navigate the impacts of COVID-19 by providing ongoing
communication and education on the support services available to them.
Increase the number of training events and deliver them in a variety of forms,
easily accessible for the business community. i.e. – face-to-face, webinar,
collaborative meeting.
Explore opportunities for the Council to establish Business Advisory Services.

Year 1
Year 1

Year 1

Strategy 3.1
Maximise new investment and growth opportunities.

Actions

Timeframe

3.1.1

Develop an Investment Prospectus to promote the City and its opportunities.

Year 2

3.1.2

Investigate options for a Small Business Grant Program.

Year 2

3.1.3

Explore ways to support new and home-based businesses, as well as start-ups
and entrepreneurs.

Year 2

Strategy 3.2
Recognise businesses and business sectors that make a significant contribution to the City.

Actions
3.2.1

3.2.2

Timeframe
Conduct an Annual Business Awards program that gives customers, business
owners and employees the chance to recognise and celebrate their favourite
City businesses.
Conduct the Mayor’s Business Commendation Awards annually.

Ongoing

Annually

Strategy 3.3
Facilitate communication, education and networking programs to support businesses.

Actions
3.3.1
3.3.2

Timeframe
Continue to grow the business database lists and communicate on a regular
basis, including a process to identify new businesses.
Deliver a program of forums, networking and training events for new and
existing businesses collaborating with specialist providers.

Ongoing
Ongoing
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Strategy 3.4
Embrace new and emerging technologies that will enhance business productivity.

Actions
3.4.1
3.4.2
3.4.3

Timeframe
Implement projects identified to benefit businesses through the Smart City
Plan.
Promote access and availability of the NBN to all businesses.
Explore opportunities with the State and Federal Governments to establish an
innovation precinct within the Council area, as part of GigCity Adelaide.

Year 2 -5
Ongoing
Year 2

Strategy 3.5
Encourage sustainable working methods in all aspects of business.

Actions

Timeframe

3.5.1

Promote environmentally sustainable programs such as ‘Plastic Free SA’.

Ongoing

3.5.2

Promote the benefits of operating in a circular economy.

Ongoing
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Business Friendly City
A City that understands the needs of business
Strategy
Recover and Rebuild the local economy following the impacts of COVID-19

Actions
CV.4.0.1
CV.4.0.2
CV.4.0.3
CV.4.0.4

Timeframe
Provide financial support to traders in The Parade Precinct in 2020-21 through
the introduction of a Discretionary Rebate of The Parade Separate Rate.
Provide financial relief to hospitality businesses through the waiving of
Outdoor Dining fees.
Provide information on health and wellbeing services to businesses.

Year 1

Update the ‘COVID-19 Information for Businesses’ webpage as new
information and resources become available.

Year 1

Year 1
Year 1

Strategy 4.1
Ensure that Council processes are business friendly and contribute to a well-functioning City.

Actions

Timeframe

4.1.1

Maintain accreditation as a Small Business Friendly Council.

Ongoing

4.1.2

Ensure that capital works, infrastructure projects and major developments,
take into consideration the impacts on local businesses and develop strategic
solutions to mitigate them.
Review the Council’s ‘Business & Economy’ webpage to ensure it is easy to use
and is informative for businesses.
Review and update the Council’s ‘New Business Starter Pack’.

Ongoing

Design a streamlined process for businesses working with the Council / across
departments.
Encourage residents to support their local businesses and services

Year 1

4.1.3
4.1.4
4.1.5
4.1.6

Ongoing
Year 1

Ongoing

Strategy 4.2
Embed economic outcomes in decision-making across the organisation.

Actions
4.2.1

Timeframe
Foster a business-friendly culture across the organisation that can adapt to
business needs.

Ongoing

Strategy 4.3
Establish an effective planning policy framework to encourage investment and enable businesses to
establish in the City.

Actions
4.3.1

Timeframe
Support planning and development that stimulates economic growth and
delivers high quality urban form and amenities.

Ongoing
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Implementation & Monitoring
The Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026 will be monitored and evaluated by the Council’s Economic
Development Unit in collaboration with other relevant Council Departments.
Annual progress reports on the implementation of the Strategy, and more specifically in relation to the
Actions, will be presented to the Business & Economic Development Committee and the Council to ensure that
the strategies are being met and the actions delivered in a professional and timely manner. Reports against
the measurements and targets as outlined below, will be provided to the Business & Economic Development
Committee and the Council upon completion of the Strategy.
It is important to highlight that the success of the Economic Development Strategy 2021-2026 will also be
influenced by external factors and that minor changes to the actions within may be required, in response to
changing economic conditions that occur over the life of the Strategy.
Outcome 1 - Dynamic & Diverse City
A City with thriving and resilient business sectors that drive employment and deliver growth.
Measures:
 The number of businesses and/or the number of
employees in each of the four (4) priority sectors.
(Remplan)

Targets:
 10% increase in the number of businesses
and/or employees in each of the 4 sectors over
the 5 year period.

 Total unemployment in NPSP. (ABS Data).

 Unemployment levels in the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters to remain below the State
average.

Outcome 2 – Destination City
A destination with dynamic, cultural, vibrant and attractive precincts
Measures:
 Level of agreement by businesses that the mix
of businesses in the business precincts
contributes to the prosperity of the area.
(Community Survey)


Retail spend across the City of Norwood
Payneham & St Peters.



Number of Food Secrets of Glynde & Stepney
bus tours.



Dedicated Eastside Wine & Ale Trail campaign.



Support for local business run events.

Targets:
 A rating of 3.5 or greater out of 5.0.



Increase in the amount of retail spend
across the City of Norwood Payneham & St
Peters.



Host 10 Food Secrets of Glynde & Stepney
bus tours annually.



Deliver a dedicated Eastside Wine & Ale
Trail campaign annually.



Support a minimum of 2 local business run
events annually.
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Outcome 3 – Innovative City
An innovative City that supports business and attracts investment.
Measures:
 Completion of Smart City Initiatives.

 Increase the number businesses participating in
environmentally sustainable programs such as ‘Plastic
Free SA’.
 Level of business satisfaction with the Council’s
performance in attracting and supporting businesses.
(Community Survey)
Outcome 4 – Business Friendly City
A City that understands the needs of business.

Targets:
 Implementation of at least 3 Smart City
initiatives to support the City’s business sector.
 The number of businesses certified as ‘Plastic
Free’ has doubled.
 A rating of 3.5 or greater out of 5.0.

Measures:
 Increase in the number of businesses that access the
Council’s pre-lodgement development assessment
service.

Targets:
 50% increase in the number of business related
pre-lodgement applications.

 Office of the Small Business Commissioner (OSBC)

 Accreditation as a Small Business Friendly Council
is maintained.
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City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters
Agenda for the Special Meeting of the Norwood Parade Precinct Committee to be held on 14 July 2020

6.

OTHER BUSINESS
(Of an urgent nature only)

7.

NEXT MEETING
Tuesday 25 August 2020

8.

CLOSURE
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